[Therapeutic experience of fulminant acute pancreatitis in acute response stage].
To investigate therapeutic strategy of fulminant acute pancreatitis (FAP) in acute response stage. Sixty-four patients were divided into Death group (27 patients) and Survival group (37 patients). The time course of shock and recovery of enteral function, parameters of fluid resuscitation, PaO(2)/FiO(2) and AaDO(2) at 24 hours prior to mechanical ventilation, rate of continuous venovenous hemofiltration (CVVH) and abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS), severity of the disease in the acute response stage were investigated. And the effect of surgical manner and time on the prognosis was also analyzed. Compared with Survival group, the time course of shock and recovery of enteral function in Death group were prolonged significantly (P < 0.05). Between the groups, there was no difference in the amount of crystal fluid infused from admission to 72 hours after, but the amount of colloid fluid infused and ratio of amount of colloid and crystal fluid in Survival group were higher (P < 0.05). The amount of fluid retention in third space from admission to 72 hours after in Death group was higher than that of Survival group significantly (P < 0.05). The fluid infusing rate in Survival group in the first day of admission was faster than Death group (P < 0.05). PaO(2)/FiO(2) and AaDO(2) in 24 hours prior to mechanical ventilation in Death group were negatively changed significantly. Within 72 hours after the onset of the disease, the rate of CVVH in Survival group was higher than Death group. Incidence rate of ACS and the APACHEII scores within 72 hours after admission in Death group were higher than in Survival group. The cure rate of the patients operated in the day 7 to day 14 after admission was higher than that of patients operated prior and post this period. Time for the first operation in operated patients was earlier than patients received minimally invasive drainage (MID) and its cure rate was lower than that of MID Group. It is the key point to shorten the time course of ischemia, to control persistent systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) and to adopt reasonable surgical intervention in acute response stage for FAP.